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SEVERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS EVIDENCE FLYHT’S REPOSITIONING
DURING COVID. EXPECTING FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS TO CONFIRM
THAT COVID IS BEHIND THE COMPANY. TARGET RAISED TO $2.50
(FROM $1.70) TO ACCOUNT FOR REVENUE RAMP

Profile
FLYHT Aerospace Solutions Ltd is a Canadian
designer and developer of hardware and software
for the aerospace industry. Its primary product, the
Automated Flight Information Reporting System
(AFIRS), and when qualified, supplemented with the
AFIRS Edge, operates on multiple aircraft types and
provides real-time streaming functions, such as
safety services voice and text messaging, data
collection and transmission, as well as on-demand
streaming of flight data recorder (black box), engine
and airframe data. AFIRS data is transmitted via the
Iridium satellite network to its UpTime groundbased server, which in turn routes the data to
customer-specified end points and provides an
interface for aircraft interaction.

Disclosure
Please refer to important disclosures on page 18.

FLYHT recently issued several press releases, showing meaningful
progress made repositioning the company during the COVID-induced
travel downturn. This report summarizes certain of these releases (3 in
particular) and shows how they tie together and position FLYHT for a
significant recovery in 2022.
▪ AWS. FLYHT achieved Amazon Web Services (AWS) Travel and
Hospitality Competency Status. This technology accomplishment
ensures security, evidence of scalability, a formal approach to data
management and data governance, and provides access and
introductions to other AWS partners. FLYHT is already following up
on leads generated from this source.
▪ CrossConsense. This strategic acquisition adds predictive
maintenance software capabilities, geographical presence (Europe)
and an impressive customer list. We calculate that FLYHT paid 0.52x
revenues for a profitable company that generates 80% recurring
revenues. FLYHT will be aligning its real-time capabilities with
CrossConsense’s data and analytic solutions to expand its Actionable
Intelligence offerings.
▪ SITA. FLYHT is to resell SITA's AIRCOM® Cockpit Services. In addition,
the relationship enables FLYHT to provide inflight satellite internet
connectivity to AFIRS Edge customers as FLYHT is Iridium Certus
certified. In sum, SITA is a service provider and FLYHT will provide
the hardware (AFIRS Edge). The companies intend to align their sales
efforts and deepen their relationship.
▪ WVSS. The WVSS II sensor acquisition positions FLYHT as having the
only airborne humidity sensing system. Its existing weather business
(TAMDAR) slowed in 2020/2021 due to lower flight volumes due of
COVID, but is forecast to recover in 2022E, which, when combined
with anticipated WVSS orders, suggests a robust weather-based
revenue stream.
▪ C919. The AFIRS 228 is a factory install on the Chinese C919 aircraft.
Initial production volumes are limited during the ramp phase,
however this should become a meaningful revenue stream for
FLYHT. Back-of-envelope calculations suggest ~$10m p.a. in
revenues for FLYHT if 100 aircraft p.a. are fitted with the AFIRs 228.
▪ Frontier. Frontier represents FLYHT’s first significant US-based
airline win. We expect additional orders. As to the Spirit acquisition,
another Airbus client, we believe that this has longer term positive
implications for FLYHT in terms of potential for FLYHT’s expanding
relationship with Frontier to extend to Spirit as well.
▪ Valuation. FLYHT is currently trading at 0.95x EV/2023E revenues,
substantially undervaluing the forecast recovery. Using a sum of
parts approach, we derive a target price of C$2.50 (formerly $1.70).
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Trifecta of announcements
In early 2022, FLYHT made three significant announcements. We view each of these three announcements
within the context of FLYHT not only strengthening its Actionable Intelligence strategy, but also gaining access
to significant new customers provided by each relationship:
• Amazon Web Services Travel and Hospitality Competency Status (technology, scalability processing
power)
• CrossConsense (strategic acquisition, adds predictive maintenance and troubleshooting tool)
• SITA (technology, connectivity)
Below, we analyze these and other select FLYHT press releases issued in the latter part of 2021 which we
believe are indicative of a strategic repositioning of the company.

Amazon Web Services (AWS), (Technology, Scalability, Access to clients)
On 25 January 2022, FLYHT announced that it had achieved Amazon Web Services Travel and Hospitality
Competency Status. This was a complicated achievement and took many months to become validated. In the
process, FLYHT demonstrated its technical proficiency in connecting its customers' aircraft, crews, and
operations.
AWS Travel and Hospitality Competency Status shows FLYHT customers that:
• FLYHT has the processing power to service even the largest airlines (by reference to existing AWS
airline customers covered below)
• Airline customers looking for technology products and services, such as FLY’s Actionable Intelligence,
can:
o Host these services on their existing technology platforms (if they are AWS customers)
o Benefit from an effective referral when searching for companies that provide the services that
FLYHT provides
o Benefit from the security that AWS provides
In this regard, FLYHT’s hardware (primarily AFIRS™ and AFIRS Edge), when combined with FLYHT’s AWSpowered applications in the Actionable Intelligence suite, is targeted to provide significant benefits to airline
customers. FLYHT is targeting its on-wing inference technology to keep airlines connected to their aircraft by
aggregating and disseminating data in real-time via the Iridium satellite network, other satellite feeds, 5G, WiFi, and Bluetooth.
Actionable Intelligence derived from this data is targeted at airlines' ground operations in order to provide:
• Real time aircraft health monitoring. Modern aircraft provide a significant volume of data; AWS
allows FLYHT to analyze this data to provide Actionable Intelligence by allowing airlines to deal with
maintenance issues pre-emptively thereby reducing delay times and improving customer satisfaction
by improving on-time rates.
• APU management. Auxiliary power units (APU) provide energy for functions other than propulsion.
Crews normally run the APU before flight for electrical power, air conditioning and engine start. After
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landing, the APU is started so that engines can be shut down as soon as the aircraft arrives at the gate.
APU usage monitoring can reduce costs.
Fuel management. FLYHT’s FuelSense™ provides intelligent fuel data to not only optimize operational
efficiencies and reduce costs, but also to help customers meet carbon offset mandates and other
regulatory requirements. External factors in the aviation sector, including carbon offsetting schemes,
such as CORSIA and EU-ETS, and regulatory mandates from EASA, dictate that Air Operation Certificate
(AOC) holders must have active Fuel Monitoring Programs in place.
Real-time fleet management. FLYHT’s systems provide configurable fleet-wide situational awareness
on a global scale by achieving global flight tracking and alerting and tracking aircraft through the entire
flight, including remote areas, for real-time alerting and actionable intelligence. FLYHT’s JetBridge and
UpTime services enable operators to monitor the status and phase of the flight of their aircraft and
access detailed Out, Off, On and In (OOOI) time information.
Turn management. FLYHT’s systems provides airlines with process improvements rather than dealing
with delays after the fact. This enables airlines to increase network efficiency and aircraft utilization
rates by reducing turn times.

Simply put, FLYHT's solutions bring IoT connectivity to aircraft and AWS helps in this regard by adding machine
learning, and other advanced technologies. The CrossConsense acquisition (covered later on) will further add
to FLYHT’s offerings in this regard.

AWS Travel and Hospitality Competency Partners
In order to provide context for FLYHT’s certification, we provide a description of what the AWS Competency
Program envisages:
The AWS Competency Program is designed to identify, validate, and promote AWS Partners with demonstrated
AWS technical expertise and proven customer success in specialized areas across industries, use cases, and
workloads. Guidance from these skilled professionals can lead to better business and bigger results.1
Specifically, as this pertains to FLYHT, we quote from the AWS representative in the FLYHT press release:
"FLYHT's connectivity and operational efficiency solutions, powered by AWS, can help our customers transform
their business by maintaining complete operational visibility to their critical aviation assets and people."
Also, AWS describes FLYHT’s competency as: Advanced - Cloud based system to receive, verify, parse, store,
and report on information transmitted from aircraft, through satellite networks, to the ground.2
AWS airline customers include: Star Alliance (world’s largest airline alliance), Southwest Airlines, United
Airlines, Japan Airlines, Korean Air, Qantas, Ryanair, Copa Airlines, All Nippon Airways, Emirates Group, LOT
Polish Airlines, the TUI Group and Porter Airlines.
A schematic of what is involved in AWS partnership capabilities is shown in Figure 1.
1

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/apn/say-hello-to-61-new-aws-competency-service-delivery-service-ready-and-msppartners-added-in-january/
2
https://partners.amazonaws.com/partners/0010h00001hfV3QAAU/
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Figure 1: AWS Personalization using AI/ML for Airlines & Lodging

Source: https://aws.amazon.com/travel-and-hospitality/personalization/?nc=sn&loc=2&dn=1

FLYHT describes its UpTime Cloud service (its main AWS offering) in the context of Figure 1 as follows:
Utilizing AWS’ Data 360 services, FLYHT maintains low operational costs which are then passed on to the
customer. FLYHT’s Uptime Cloud ground application is an AWS hosted application utilizing Amazon VPC,
Amazon EC2, Amazon Route 53, Amazon GuardDuty, Amazon CloudWatch, Amazon Simple Queue Service
(SQS), Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), Amazon Simple Email Service (SES) and Amazon RDS services.3
In other words, FLYHT’s UpTime Cloud service is validated on the AWS platform and uses the AWS real time
and analytic processing power to support its Actionable Intelligence offerings.

Impact on FLYHT
We view FLYHT’s achievement as an Amazon Web Services Travel and Hospitality Competency Partner as an
important technological step forward in rolling out its Actionable Intelligence service offerings. We also believe
that this competency and its scalability and security will sit well with potentially larger airlines and
consequently, FLYHT will benefit from referrals from airline customers within AWS’s Travel and Competency
Partner network.

CrossConsense (Strategic Acquisition – technology, European presence, client base)
On 27 January 2022, FLYHT announced that it had acquired 100% of the privately held, 20 year-old, Frankfurtbased CrossConsense GmbH & Co. KG for $1.25m in cash and 1.9m shares. Assuming a $0.70 issue price, this
3

https://flyht.com/uptime-cloud/?did=pa_card&trk=pa_card
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suggests FLYHT paid $2.58m for the company. The shares are held in escrow and will be released equally in 1/3
increments at 4, 16 and 28 months following issuance on the transaction's closing date.
CrossConsense has 24 employees, and while no financial metrics were released regarding the acquisition,
Zoominfo estimates company revenues at $US5.0m4. If we were to conservatively estimate that actual
revenues are ~C$5.0m, this would suggest that FLYHT paid 0.52x revenues.
From previous conversations with management regarding acquisition metrics, management has stated that a
fundamental criterion is that these would have to be profitable, hence, we assume that CrossConsense is
profitable.
Per the CrossConsense website, customers include: EasyJet, Lufthansa, TUI, Sunwing, SwissAir, Aer Lingus,
Austrian, Aegean and others. We believe that FLYHT will gain access to CrossConsense customers to cross/up
sell its Actionable Intelligence solutions.
The effective date of the transaction is 1 January 2022 meaning that the acquisition will be included in full in
FLYHT’s Q1/22 results.
The acquisition is strategic in that firstly, it will accelerate FLYHT's aircraft maintenance capability which is to be
included in its Actionable Intelligence offerings. Specifically, CrossConsense’s products include:
• A predictive maintenance troubleshooting and engineering tool – which, when using real-time AFIRS
data in a maintenance environment will add to FLYHT’s Actionable Intelligence offerings;
• Software to support aircraft maintenance, repair and data migration; and
• Live data dashboards to assist aircraft maintenance teams.
CrossConsense has also constructed a progressive web application plus native apps that offer up-to-date data
on an airline's fleet status. Additionally, CrossConsense offers consulting and support services as well as
hosting, database operation, and performance monitoring of commercial aircraft maintenance applications.
CrossConsense generates ~80% recurring revenues.
Secondly, the acquisition will provide FLYHT with a physical presence in Europe and improved access to the
Middle East. FLYHT currently generates 3.1% of revenues in Europe5.

Impact on FLYHT
We view the acquisition as very positive for FLYHT. Strategically, CrossConsense provides FLYHT with an
accelerated go-to-market predictive maintenance offering, allowing FLYHT to expand its Actionable Intelligence
suite. It also offers FLYHT a physical presence in Europe (previously underserved) with a strong customer base
to which FLYHT will be able to cross sell. By our estimates the acquisition is accretive to revenues and earnings.

4
5

https://www.zoominfo.com/c/crossconsense-gmbh-co-kg/454661667
For 9 months ending 30/9/21
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SITA (Connectivity, Access to clients)
On 2 February 2022, FLYHT announced a reseller agreement with SITA for its AIRCOM® Cockpit Services. This is
a significant announcement in that the AFIRS Edge device (when certified) could provide connectivity via the
Iridium Certus network to the SITA network. To draw a cell phone analogy, FLYHT will provide the phone (AFIRS
Edge), Iridium Certus the network backhaul (Iridium Certus) and SITA the cell phone towers, connectivity and
services (AIRCOM® Cockpit Services).
FLYHT shared in the press that it “looks forward to closer collaboration as our Actionable Intelligence tools roll
out to integrate our capabilities with SITA's many offerings to their customers. FLYHT is developing tools for our
customers to reduce turn times, increase fuel efficiency and reduce emissions, and partners like SITA will help
accelerate that growth.” SITA is quoted as saying the “AFIRS Edge is a state-of-the-art solution that gives
aviation customers real-time access to the latest satellite and cellular connectivity. We look forward to further
developing this relationship”.
We interpret these quotes as suggesting that this is the start of deeper relations between the two companies:
FLYHT selling access (hardware) and services (Actionable Intelligence) allowing SITA deeper penetration into its
existing clients and the opportunity to source new clients. We expect to hear more from the FLYHT/SITA
relationship once the AFIRS Edge is STC certified.

Who/what is SITA?
SITA is the world leader in air transport communications and information technology. In 2020, it generated
US$1.34bn in revenues, down 27% from the year prior due to the impact of COVID. Its operating divisions are:
SITA for Aircraft, SITA at Airports and SITA at Borders. In aggregate, it has 2,500 customers in over 200
countries, services 18,000 aircraft and has 4,700 employees.
We focus on the Aircraft division, which specifically targets the connected aircraft, digital day of operations,
aircraft data management, cabin connectivity services and unified aircraft communications.
SITA’s Unified Aircraft Communications involves 2,000 VHF/VDL6 stations globally and 18,000 aircraft from 250
carriers. Its AIRCOM® Cockpit Services (part of the reseller agreement with FLYHT) allows airlines to
communicate wirelessly between their aircraft and ground systems, as well as between their aircraft and third
parties operating on the ground - such as Air Traffic Control. Its website states that it is “powering a digital shift
that will reinvent the operations of aircraft, flight and on-board experience…”. The FLYHT AFIRS Edge device is
part of this strategy.
SITA’s major competitor in the Aircraft division is Rockwell Collins’ ARINC. These two organizations are the
primary worldwide providers of aircraft connectivity by VHF or satellite.

6

Very High Frequency (VHF) and VHF Data Link (VDL)
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Impact on FLYHT
FLYHT’s reseller agreement with SITA, which couples its Edge device with SITA’s AIRCOM® Cockpit Services,
provides FLYHT with initially the ability to sell a “basic” service that can be used later to upsell its Actionable
Intelligence suite of services. It also allows FLYHT access to or to respond to referrals from SITA’s extensive
network of airline clients. Commentary in the press release states that this relationship is to be developed
further.

Water Vapor Sensing System (WVSS-II)
On 20/9/21, FLYHT announced the acquisition of Water Vapor Sensing System (“WVSS-II”) product line from
SpectraSensors Inc. for US$500k cash.
The acquisition includes manufacturing assets, inventory, aviation-specific intellectual property, and a license
to SpectraSensors®’ Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (“TDLAS”) technology for use in the weather
and aviation markets. FLYHT has prepared 1,800ft2 of manufacturing space at its Calgary headquarters to
accommodate the sensor manufacturing equipment purchased from SpectraSensor.
No revenues are attached to the acquisition, however, a potential order from the UK’s Met Office and
transition away from Rockwell Collins as the service provider for the existing installs will positively impact
FLYHT revenues starting 2022 (covered in more detail below).
Atmospheric water vapor measurements from commercial aircraft are now available to complement the realtime winds and temperatures available from the Aircraft Communication, Addressing and Reporting System
(ACARS). The WVSS-II:
• Is a sensor installed on commercial aircraft,
• Provides upper air meteorological water vapour measurements in near real-time throughout an
aircraft’s flight,
• Data combined with the atmospheric data on the aircraft results in a complete weather sounding
(temperature, wind, moisture) and consequently directly benefit weather forecasting and improve
weather support to aviation,
• Is cheaper than radiosondes7, and
• Is extremely reliable, accurate and accepted by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).
Deployment of the WVSS device is shown in Figure 2.

7

an instrument carried by balloon or other means to various levels of the atmosphere and transmitting measurements by
radio.
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Figure 2: WVSS II

Source: FLYHT

The WVSS-II product will enhance FLYHT’s weather business by adding additional hardware, integration and
recurring revenue sources to its existing Tropospheric Airborne Meteorological Data Reporting (TAMDAR™)
and Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay (AMDAR) programs.
The WVSS-II will be fully integrated with FLYHT’s AFIRS and EDGE products to provide real-time aircraft-based
observations into FLYHT’s software products

Background
Water vapor measurement has long been the meteorologist's missing forecast element. Wind and temperature
measurements are routinely made for weather forecasting, but water vapor measurement does not occur as
regularly. The US’ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weather balloons are launched
only twice daily to measure water vapor, and at less than 100 sites in the United States. Consequently, in only a
couple of hours, sudden atmospheric instability induced by water vapor can make the data collected by these
balloons unusable.
Hence, aircraft-based observations (ABO) are increasingly providing soundings at locations and times when
weather balloon information is not available.
To date, WVSS-II sensors have been deployed on 139 aircraft in the USA, under partnership with Collins
Aerospace Systems, United Parcel Service (UPS) airlines, and Southwest Airlines (~111 aircraft). In Europe, nine
aircraft have been equipped with WVSS-II under partnership with Lufthansa Technik and Lufthansa Airlines.8
WMO is satisfied that these results, and the stability and reliability of the development and manufacturing
programme of the supplier (backed by the support of the FAA and NOAA) provides confidence to continue with
a programme of global sensor deployment, with the cooperation of airlines and the aviation industry.9

8

World Meteorological Organization, The Benefits of AMDAR Data to Meteorology and Aviation, Technical Report 2021-1,
p75
9
World Meteorological Organization, The Benefits of AMDAR Data to Meteorology and Aviation, Technical Report 2021-1,
p75
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Impact on FLYHT
The WVSS-II product will enhance FLYHT's existing weather business by adding additional hardware, integration
and eventually recurring revenue sources to its existing Tropospheric Airborne Meteorological Data Reporting
(TAMDAR) and Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay programs.
FLYHT already has exposure to aircraft weather via its TAMDAR system. TAMDAR equipped planes fly into
nearly 200 airports (COVID permitting) across the globe, with high density across the United States, Mexico and
Asia. With this extensive installation base, the sensor collects thousands of highly detailed and accurate
readings from the upper atmosphere each day measuring:
•
•
•
•

Ice presence
Static pressure and pressure altitude
Air temperature (Mach corrected)
Variable sampling rate

•
•
•
•

Relative humidity
Indicated and true airspeed
Winds aloft
GPS position and time

Below, we include selected extracts from WMO Aircraft-Based Observations Newsletter (Volume 21, April
2021) 10 which highlight several points as they pertain to FLYHT:
Aircraft-based observations (ABO) have decreased as appropriately equipped aircraft were grounded due to
COVID-related flight restrictions.
Figure 3: ABO monthly mean observations/day

Source: https://community.wmo.int/activity-areas/aircraft-based-observations/newsletter/volume-21#article-9

FLYHT’s weather data revenue is derived primarily from AirAsia, which has declined as well. FLYHT’s weather
revenues are included in its SaaS revenues which showed a 22% decline YoY in Q3/21 YTD.

10

https://community.wmo.int/activity-areas/aircraft-based-observations/newsletter/volume-21#article-9
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However, the strategic importance of the WVSS acquisition cannot be appreciated without understanding that
there are currently only three sources of ABO (AMDAR11, WVSS and TAMDAR), and FLYHT now owns two of
these sources (WVSS and TAMDAR) with WVSS and TAMDAR being the only sources of relative humidity.
There are only 148 aircraft worldwide that contribute to water vapour measurements (Figure 4). The two
largest contributors to the North American number is Southwest Airlines and United Parcel Services (UPS).
Rockwell Collins derives the revenues from these installs.
Figure 4: WVSs-II installs for ABO

Source: https://community.wmo.int/activity-areas/aircraft-based-observations/newsletter/volume-21#article-9

The WMO is highly supportive of WVSS and TAMDAR and makes the following comments in the Newsletter:
“…these in-situ upper-air observations continue to be extremely valuable in all forecast operations, especially
numerical weather prediction, and provide a significant contribution to the Global Observing System.”
In addition, the Newsletter refers to the UK Met Office intending to proceed with the initial implementation of
30 WVSS-II installs on UK-based aircraft starting in 2022/2023. This is in the context of the expansion of
observations necessary for the Met Office Numerical Weather Prediction infrastructure upgrades.
We understand from FLYHT that these discussions are underway and could result in a hardware order of
~US$2.4m if/when placed (providing additional logic to the acquisition). Also, FLYHT would then derive the
subsequent monthly recurring revenues from these installs by routing the weather data via the AFIRS Edge.
With regards to TAMDAR, which is an additional source of WVM data, “…TAMDAR sounding counts are roughly
a quarter of pre-COVID-19 totals and the number of daily reporting aircraft is roughly a third lower compared
to pre-pandemic levels.”
Figure 5: TAMDAR installs for ABO

Source: https://community.wmo.int/activity-areas/aircraft-based-observations/newsletter/volume-21#article-9

“As the airline industry begins to rebound, the largest increase in TAMDAR-equipped flights will be over the
South-West Pacific and Asia regions.”

11

Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay - Modern commercial aircraft are equipped with meteorological sensors and
associated sophisticated data acquisition and processing systems.
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This is consistent with AirAsia recommencing international flights.
“The USA has also secured a longer-term agreement with FLHYT, inc. (sic) for continued provision of … TAMDAR
and AFIRS-AMDAR data to all WMO members following the…temporary provision during the COVID-19
pandemic.”
In summary, we believe that it is reasonable to expect:
• A hardware order for ~30 WVSS units from the UK Met Office (airline to be determined)
• A recovery in weather-related SaaS revenues as AirAsia flights recover to pre-COVID levels.

C-919
On 28/10/21, FLYHT announced that the AFIRS 228 is to be factory installed on the Commercial Aircraft
Corporation of China, Ltd. (COMAC) C919. The C919 is a single aisle aircraft and will compete against the Airbus
A320 and Boeing 737.
The AFIRS 228 is to be used for SATCOM voice communications, which makes it a hardware sale with no
concomitant SaaS revenues. This makes it similar in nature to the L3 license agreement covering the Airbus
220/319/320 aircraft except that this is for hardware vs a license fee.
This is the first C919 and is expected to be delivered to launch customer China Eastern Airlines by year end.
Reuters reports that COMAC has received 815 provisional orders12 while Wikipedia shows 971 provisional
orders and 169 firm orders. The bulk of the orders are from domestic Chinese airlines.
Other news sources have reported that COMAC has 6 aircraft undertaking test flights13, confirming that aircraft
are starting to roll off the production line in batch mode. COMAC hopes to obtain a type certificate by year end
and then its production certificate to support expected production rate of 150 aircraft p.a. somewhere
between 2025-203114.

Impact on FLYHT
A factory install on the C919 suggests that the AFIRS 228 will be installed on the majority of aircraft leaving the
production line. While initial production volumes will be limited during the ramp phase, this should become a
meaningful revenue stream for FLYHT as production volumes ramp up to 150 aircraft p.a. Within the context of
the C919 production ramping over the next few years, back-of-envelope calculations suggest that if 100 aircraft
p.a. were fitted with the AFIRs 228, this could generate ~$10m p.a. in revenues for FLYHT (i.e. more meaningful
than FLYHT’s current arrangement with L3/Airbus).

12

U.S. export tightening slows advance of Chinese C919 jet -sources, Reuters 27/9/21
s://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202109/1235350.shtml
14
https://leehamnews.com/2021/09/13/c919-eis-target-year-end-production-rate-forecast-is-aggressive/
13
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Frontier Airlines
On 7 December 2021, FLYHT announced that the US ultra low cost carrier (ULCC), Frontier Airlines, had signed
a US$680k agreement for the installation of AFIRS on its near-term deliveries of A320 and A321 aircraft. This is
the initial order, meaning that further orders may be forthcoming.
The announcement is meaningful for several reasons:
• It is a new customer,
• This is FLYHT’s first US carrier customer suggesting its focus on North America (after Canada’s WestJet
and Swoop) is paying dividends,
• While the deal is initially for SATCOM voice (i.e. hardware only), the deal is expected to be upgraded to
include additional monthly recurring SaaS services. The press release quotes Ben Dwyer, Flight Ops
Standards & QA at Frontier: “…reduce our carbon footprint by decreasing fuel consumption… real-time
aircraft data that comes from FLYHT's AFIRS… reduc(e) flying time.”
• On 7 February 2022, Frontier offered to buy Spirit Airlines (SAVE-N) $2.9bn cash-and-stock deal that
will create the US’s fifth largest carrier. Spirit is also an Airbus A320 customer.
Frontier’s fleet comprises 111 aircraft15, however, this contract pertains to Frontier’s Caribbean- and South
American-bound aircraft only.
Frontier is part of the Indigo Partners Group LLC. Other airlines in the Indigo Group include: JetSMART, Wizz
Air, Volaris and Volaris Costa Rica (through its minority stake in parent carrier, Volaris).

Impact on FLYHT
Frontier represents FLYHT’s first significant US-based airline win. While an initial hardware contract, we expect
additional hardware orders and there is a strong likelihood that SaaS revenues will be generated as Frontier
subscribes for additional services. We believe that if/when these services prove themselves on Frontier’s
international routes, there is the potential for the SaaS services to be installed on all Frontier aircraft. As to the
Spirit acquisition, we believe that this has longer term positive implications for FLYHT in terms of potential for
FLYHT’s expanding relationship with Frontier to extend to Spirit as well.

Balance Sheet
Recent balance sheet activities includes:
• A financing,
• Retirement of convertible debentures, and
• Warrant repricing

15

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frontier_Airlines
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Financing
On 22 July 2021, FLYHT closed a non-brokered private placement, issuing 8,828,818 units at a price of $0.75 per
unit, for total proceeds of $6.6m. Each unit consisted of one common share. All of the common shares issued
pursuant to the private placement were subject to a 4-month hold period.

Repayment of convertible debenture
FLYHT issued debentures with a face value of $2.0m on 24 July 2018. These debentures matured on 24 July
2021 and bore interest at a rate of 8% p.a. All debentures that were not converted prior to maturity were
repaid in full on 23 July 2021, including all outstanding secured convertible debentures ($1.7m) and all accrued
and unpaid interest.
The repayment of the debentures reduces interest payments by ~$132k p.a.
Cash balances at 30/9/21 were $5.4m.

Debt
The $3.6m in loans and borrowing (Figure 6) outstanding at 30/9/21 comprises no interest and low interest
loans from the Canadian government (SADI and WINN).
Figure 6: Total debt ($000s)
Per Q3/21

Short term

Long term

Total

Loans and borrowings

648.5

3,004.1

3,652.6

Lease liability

460.3

1,944.1

2,404.4

1,108.7

4,948.3

6,057.0

Total
Source: FLYHT Q3/21 financial results

Warrant repricing
On 12 November 2021, FLYHT announced that it had applied to the TSX Venture Exchange to amend the
exercise price and expiry date of 2,667,610 previously issued and outstanding warrants. The warrants will now
expire on June 15, 2022 and have an exercise price of $1.25.
If the warrants are exercised in full, this would suggest proceeds of ~$3.3m. If exercised, given that the
warrants are included in our fully diluted share count, there would be no adjustment to our target price and
forecast EPS estimates.
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Forecasts
As a result of the press release detailed in this report and their potential impact on revenues, we provide an
overview for our revenue forecasts as follows:
Figure 7: FLYHT revenue forecasts (C$000's)
Base run rate
Add:

Core
Elephants
Bluesky estimate

Notes
1
Acquisition
Weather
WVSS
C919
New business

2
3
4
5
6

7

2022
12,000
5,000
1,000
3,000
1,000
2,430
24,430
5,000
29,430

2023
18,000

1,000
2,000
10,008
31,008
10,000
41,008

Source: KRC Insights

Notes to revenue forecasts:
1. FLYHT’s base run rate in the COVID environment based on 2021E revenues; 2023E represents a partial
recovery and includes CrossConsense contribution
2. CrossConsense acquisition, KRC Insights estimate of annual revenue run rate
3. Weather recovery (TAMDAR) as AirAsia resumes flights, hence soundings
4. WVSS (weather) potential hardware order in 2022 from UK Met Office, KRC Insight estimate, in 2023E
represents SaaS revenue contribution
5. C919 is expected to ramp to 6 units for 2022, for 2023 forecasting ramp to 12 units on its way to 100
units p.a.
6. KRC Insights estimate of new business, in 2022 it includes additional COMAC orders and Edge launch
customers, while in 2023, represents deployment of Edge based on existing customer base and
contributions from CrossConsense, AWS and SITA sales channels.
7. Elephants represent potential contributions from certain large orders included in FLYHT sales channel
and show our estimate of revenue upside potential to our forecasts if/when landed.

Valuation
FLYHT has exited the COVID-related downturn of 2020/2021 that negatively impacted airlines and the travel
industry generally with a strong wind behind it: two acquisitions that should add meaningfully to revenues, a
recovery in Airbus production driving increased licensing revenues and the benefits flowing from its newly
signed AWS and SITA relationships. These all point to a stronger 2022 vs 2021. Also, initial orders for the C919
suggests that production is ramping for that aircraft and could contribute meaningfully to revenues to FLYHT
over the medium term.
We derive our target price of $2.50 (formerly $1.70) using a sum of parts approach (Figure 8), including:
•

SaaS. Applying a SaaS EV/revenue multiple of 6.0x while our SaaS reference group currently trades at
6.9x in Canada and 8.1x in the US (Figure 9). The US group comprises companies with a market
capitalization of between US$2bn and US$10bn with revenue growing by at least 50% over the last two
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•

years16. We apply a discount to the FLYHT SaaS revenues to account for FLYHT’s lower market cap and
liquidity.
Hardware and licensing. Applying a 1x revenues multiple to both hardware and licensing revenues.

Figure 8: FLYHT valuation. Sum of parts (000’s), EV/2023E Sales
2023E

Multiple

Value

SaaS Revenues

$000s
14,618

6.0x

$000s
87,711

Hardware

12,870

1.0x

12,870

3,100

1.0x

3,100

Licensing fees
Enterprise value
Debt
Cash

103,681
6,057
5,355

Equity
FD # shares

102,979
42,012

Price/share

2.45

Rounded

2.50

Source: KRC Insights

FLYHT is currently trading at 0.95x our 2023E revenue forecasts (Figure 9). The opportunity for investors is to
benefit from multiple expansion as FLYHT delivers against our forecasts which would be evidence of its ability
to accelerate both hardware deployments (AFIRS, Edge and weather devices) and associated SaaS revenues.
Management has stated that it is its preference to not make hardware sales without concomitant SaaS
revenues. There are contracts predating this comment which are hardware only (Airbus and C919), but
subsequent contracts are expected to have SaaS revenues. We believe that as this trend becomes evident to
investors, the share price will react accordingly.

16

https://dashboards.trefis.com/data/companies/THEMES/no-login-required/qiNEy122/Mid-Cap-SaaS-Stocks-Average-Portfolio-Return-of-108-Since-1231-2017-vs-39-for-S-P-500-as-of-12-30-2020-?fromforbesandarticle=trefis210929
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Figure 9: Software as a Service (SaaS) companies ($m’s where applicable, pricing at 4/2/22)

Source: Refinitiv Eikon, KRC Insights,

Bruce Krugel

All estimates are for calendar years
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Figure 10: FLYHT historical and forecast income statement ($000s)
Dec year-end

$000's

SaaS

2018

2019

2020

2021E

2022E

2023E

5,529

10,222

7,323

6,773

11,960

14,618

% growth

28.2%

84.9%

-28.4%

-7.5%

76.6%

22.2%

Hardware

5,537

6,652

2,306

3,060

8,951

12,870

% growth

20.3%

20.1%

-65.3%

32.7%

192.5%

43.8%

2,265

3,241

3,631

1,500

3,100

3,100

-54.3%

43.1%

12.0%

-58.7%

106.7%

0%

260

1,032

393

410

420

420

% growth

68.7%

297.2%

-61.9%

4.4%

2.4%

0%

Revenues

13,591

21,147

13,653

11,743

24,430

31,008

-3.1%

55.6%

-35.4%

-14.0%

108.0%

26.9%

(5,525)

(8,844)

(4,396)

(4,645)

(9,166)

(12,299)

8,066
(5,993)
(3,252)
(2,631)
(11,876)

12,302
(8,296)
(4,214)
(3,770)
(16,279)

9,257
(5,392)
(4,057)
(3,338)
(12,787)

7,098
(3,993)
(3,171)
(4,697)
(11,860)

15,264
(7,085)
(5,375)
(2,932)
(15,391)

18,710
(8,372)
(5,892)
(2,481)
(16,745)

Operating income
Interest and other income
Forex, Interest paid, convert deb
Other/PWS subsidy

(3,810)
207
(472)
1,861

(3,977)
30
(951)
4,127

(3,530)
465
(978)
807

(4,762)
550
(700)

(127)
50
(200)

1,965
50
(200)

Net income before taxation
Taxation

(2,214)
248

(771)

(3,236)
(1)

(4,912)
25

(277)
1

1,815
(9)

Net income
EPS - Basic
EPS - FD

(1,967)
($ 0.09)
($ 0.09)

(771)
($ 0.04)
($ 0.04)

(3,237)
($ 0.12)
($ 0.12)

(4,888)
($ 0.16)
($ 0.16)

(275)
($ 0.01)
($ 0.01)

1,806
$ 0.05
$ 0.05

Gross profit
%
Operating margin %
EBITDA
$000's
EBITDA margin
%
Effective tax rate %
Net margin
%

59.3
(28.0)
(1,788)
-13.2
11.2
(14.5)

58.2
(18.8)
984
4.7

67.8
(25.9)
(1,894)
-13.9
(0.0)
(23.7)

60.4
(40.6)
(4,042)
-34.4
0.5
(41.6)

62.5
(0.5)
593
2.4
0.5
(1.1)

60.3
6.3
2,685
8.7
0.5
5.8

Parts sales/Licensing
% growth

Services

Total revenue growth

Cost of revenue
Gross profit
Distribution Expenses
Administration Expenses
R&D
Total costs

(3.6)

Source: Company reports, KRC Insights
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Appendix I: AFIRS Edge
FLYHT’s AFIRS Edge solves 2G/3G obsolescence – it is FLYHT's next generation 5G (3G/4G/LTE compatible)
Wireless Quick Access Recorder (WQAR), Aircraft Interface Device (AID) and edge computing platform.
It is expected to be available to FLYHT customers in early 2022.
The Edge device:
• Provides ground network access (3G/4G/5G)
• Has Aircraft Interface Device (AID) functions
• Is Iridium Certus capable
• Provides onboard IoT data via bluetooth
• Enables legacy aircraft data to be sourced
• Reuses existing FLYHT avionics software, and
• Prototype build is complete, Bringup in progress

Figure 11: AFIRS Edge device

Source: FLYHT
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Appendix II: FLYHT share price relative performance
Chart 1: Share prices: FLYHT vs North American airlines
at 4/2/22

Chart 2: Share prices: FLYHT vs average of North
American airlines (proxy index) at 4/2/22

Source: Refinitiv Eikon, KRC Insights

Given that FLYHT’s revenue recovery is predicated on a recovery in airline travel in general, we compared
FLYHT’s share price to that of five major North American airlines (American Airlines (AAL-N), Delta (DAL-N),
Southwest (LUV-N), United (UAL-N) and Air Canada (AC-T) in Charts 1 and 2. By reference to Chart 2, FLYHT has
outperformed the average share price of this group over the past 14 months (1/1/21-4/2/22). We applied the
same logic to the major airframers (Boeing (BA-N), Airbus (AIR-P) and Embraer (ERJ-N) in Charts 3 and 4. By
virtue of the CrossConsense and WVSS acquisitions and traction with its AFIRS Edge and Actionable
Intelligence, FLYHT’s revenues and hence share price, should recover faster than this group of airline and air
framer stocks.
Chart 3: Share prices: FLYHT vs Major Air Framers at
4/2/22

Chart 4: Share prices: FLYHT vs average of Major Air
Framers (proxy index) at 4/2/22

Source: Refinitiv Eikon, KRC Insights
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Disclosure
• 2622632 Ontario Inc. is doing business as KRC Insights.
• KRC Insights/2622632 Ontario Inc. undertakes paid research and was paid by FLYHT Aerospace Solutions
Ltd. (FLY-V) for this report.
• 2622632 Ontario Inc. and/or its directors/family members have ownership positions in FLYHT. They may
buy, sell or offer to purchase or sell such securities from time to time.
• 2622632 Ontario Inc. and its directors will use all reasonable efforts to avoid engaging in activities that
would lead to conflicts of interest and 2622632 Ontario Inc. will use all reasonable efforts to comply with
conflicts of interest disclosures and regulations to minimize the conflict.
• The opinion expressed in the report was formed at the date of the report and KRC Insights/2622632 Ontario
Inc. undertakes no obligation to update its view.
• The analysis by and opinion of KRC Insights/2622632 Ontario Inc. does not and will not constitute an offer
to buy or sell securities in FLYHT.
• KRC Insights/2622632 Ontario Inc. are not registered with any financial or securities regulatory authority in
Ontario, Canada or the United States, and do not provide nor claim to provide investment advice or
recommendations.
• Research reports written by KRC Insights/2622632 Ontario Inc. are for informational purposes only. The
opinions of KRC Insights analyst(s) is/are not intended to be investment, tax, banking, accounting, legal,
financial or other professional or expert advice. Consequently, such information should not be relied upon
for such advice. Also, this research report was prepared without reference to any particular user’s
investment risk profile, investment requirements or financial situation. Hence, readers of the report must
seek professional advice before acting or omitting to act on any information contained in the report.
• Where reference is made to estimate of value or relative value of a specific company, there is no guarantee
that these estimates are reliable or will materialize. Hence, readers of this report are advised to conduct
their own due diligence before making any investment decisions.
• This report may include forward-looking statements about objectives, strategies and expected financial
results of companies featured. Such forward-looking statements are inherently subject to uncertainties
beyond the control of such companies. Readers of this report are cautioned that the company’s actual
performance could differ materially from such forward-looking statements.
• Although the content of this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, KRC Insights/
2622632 Ontario Inc. reports could include technical or other inaccuracies or typographical errors and it is
provided to you on an “as is” basis without warranties or representations of any kind.
• KRC Insights/2622632 Ontario Inc. make no representation and disclaims all express and implied warranties
and conditions of any kind, including without limitation, representations, warranties or conditions regarding
accuracy, timeliness, completeness, non-infringement, satisfactory quality, merchantability, merchantable
quality or fitness for any particular purpose or those arising by law, statute, usage of trade, or course of
dealing. KRC Insights/2622632 Ontario Inc. assumes no responsibility to you or any third party for the
consequences of any errors or omissions.
• KRC Insights/2622632 Ontario Inc. assumes no liability for any inaccurate, delayed or incomplete
information, nor for any actions taken in reliance thereon.
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